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We argue that spin density wave �SDW� phase in ferrous superconductors contains charge density wave
�CDW� with the modulation momentum that is a double of characteristic momenta of SDW. We discuss
symmetry constraints on allowed momenta of CDW generated by coupling to spin modulations. To be specific,
we considered the CDW that could be realized in Fe-11 �e.g., FeTe� and Fe-122 �e.g., BaFe2As2� compounds.
In case of commensurate SDW, the CDW modulation vector is at the Bragg-peak positions and could be
revealed by local scanned probes. In case of incommensurate SDW, the CDW is incommensurate and can be
seen also by x-ray and elastic neutron scattering. We also discuss observable charge modulation due to CDW
formation near defects and twin boundaries.
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I. INTRODUCTION

New class of ferrous superconductors with critical tem-
peratures reaching above 50 K, have become a major subject
of current research in superconducting materials. Ferrous su-
perconductors exhibit substantial similarities with high-Tc

cuprate oxides: parent stoichiometric compounds are aniso-
tropic, they develop antiferromagnetic �AFM� commensurate
order and are nonsuperconducting. Superconductivity sets in
or is enhanced when most of these materials are doped, as is
the case in cuprates, although there are superconducting
pnictides that are stoichiometric.

In ferrous superconductors, normal state is a conducting
SDW magnetic state that sets in below fairly high tempera-
tures TSDW 170 K.1 The AFM order has been predicted by
the conventional spin density wave �SDW� nesting along
�� ,0� and �0,��.2,3 Discovery of the FeTe superconductors
has revealed further interesting evolution of SDW from com-
mensurate SDW to incommensurate configuration as a func-
tion of Se or Fe doping.4 Another common aspect between
cuprates and iron pnictides is the reduced kinetic energy of
charge carriers.5 The similarities in the behavior of these
materials have prompted a lot of discussions on the role of
strong correlations in pnictides.1,6–9

While similarities are often emphasized, we want to focus
on one qualitative difference between these classes of super-
conductors: SDW state is conducting in Fe based supercon-
ductors, normal state is closer to metal. Charges in this state
therefore can adjust and rearrange. We therefore want to ex-
plore the onset of charge order as driven by SDW. Situation
is qualitatively different from cuprates. In cuprates, the onset
of incommensurate charge modulation �charge density wave
�CDW� or stripes� drives the appearance of the incommen-
surate spin fluctuations and sometime order.10 In ferrous ma-
terials, we expect that SDW drives the formation of CDW.
The effect of charge modulation is a consequence of SDW
and charge density will develop in addition to whatever ionic
displacements occur due to orthorombic distortions of the
crystal.

II. GINZBURG-LANDAU ANALYSIS FOR THE
SDW-DRIVEN CDW

Idea that the CDW is formed due to the SDW is not new.
Experimentally, it has been observed in cuprates that in the
vortex cores11 and in zero field12–15 competing superconduct-
ing and SDW orders lead to the SDW that in turn can lead to
the CDW formation. Theory predicts that the CDW modula-
tion, induced due to the SDW formation, will be at the mul-
tiples of the momentum of the SDW order, as was pointed
out by Kivelson and co-workers,10 and by Zhang and
co-workers.16 This prediction follows from the observation
that one can have a SDW-CDW coupling of the form

Fint = ��qSq1

i S−q−q1

i + H.c., �1�

To preserve overall translational invariance of free energy,
the momenta of two SDW fields should add up to match the
momentum of induced the CDW order. Charge and spin den-
sity modulations are defined as expectations of the respective
operators

�q = ��
k,�

ck+q,�
† ck,�� , �2a�

Sq
i = ��

k
ck+q,�

† ���
i ck,�� , �2b�

where i=x ,y ,z are the spin components, � ,� are spin indi-
ces. Ordered state is characterized by the amplitude of SDW
and CDW modulations that are now classical field and are
smoothly varying in space and in time,

�q =� dr��r�exp�iq · r� , �3�

Sq
i =� drSi�r�exp�iq · r� , �4�

and this amplitude will have real and imaginary parts. For
the purpose of present discussion, we assume that spin po-
larization will be along z axis and all relevant spin fields will
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have only x component, i=z. We notice that the orientation
of spin polarization in the SDW state of pnictides is along
the x direction but our discussion here is general enough.

For any state that does not exhibit a spontaneous CDW
transition, the free energy would be quadratic in CDW order
parameter �q with a positive “mass” term

FCDW =
1

2
�c	�q	2. �5�

Minimizing the free energy FCDW+Fint for the CDW order
parameter, one finds that for small CDW modulation, the
linear term dominates in the presence of SDW order and thus
leads to the CDW order regardless of how large mass term
is10,16

�q =
�

�c
Sq1

i S−q−q1

i + H.c. �6�

in the presence of a single-domain SDW the only momentum
at which SDW order is present is at, say, q=q1. Then the
momentum of second SDW term has to be at the same value:
q+q1=−q1. It follows immediately that CDW modulation
will be present at q= 	2q1. Therefore, the only allowed mo-
menta at which CDW can develop will be even multiples of
underlying SDW momentum.10,16 Case discussed to date in
context of high-Tc cuprates is the monodomain incommensu-
rate SDW that in turn will induce incommensurate CDW.

Parent compound of 122 pnictides as well as 11 com-
pounds forms a commensurate SDW,4,17

q1 = ��,0�, q2 = �0,�� . �7�

The same argument would give the momenta of CDW to be
at �modulo reciprocal lattice vectors�,

qCDW = 2q1 = �2�,0�, 2q2 = �0,2�� ,

�q1 	 q2� = ��, 	 �� . �8�

Important difference with the case of cuprates is that in fer-
rous compounds, the SDW is a robust order with fairly high
TN
170–220 K. On the other hand, the induced CDW or-
der is soft and presumably is small. Hereafter we will use
unfolded Brillouin zone with one Fe atom per unit cell.

The period of the induced CDW is always twice as short
as the period of the SDW because for regions with opposite
sign of Sz→−Sz, the CDW amplitude would be the same �see
Fig. 1�. For a single-domain SDW only CDW with commen-
surate momenta and indistinguishable from the basis lattice
vectors is allowed. In practice, there could be domains in
SDW order nucleated by defects, imperfections and lattice
strains �see Fig. 1�. These domains will overlap where two
SDW modulations with momenta q1 and q2 meet. For a mul-
tidomain case with long-range domains the new set of CDW
momenta emerge, at qCDW=q1	q2 �as demonstrated in Fig.
7 in the later part of the paper�. This observation that unique,
nontrivial CDW momenta could emerge even for commensu-
rate SDW is a main result of this paper. The CDW period-
icity is expected to be given by 2�2 of the nearest-neighbor
Fe-Fe distance, that is 7.9 Å, along �1,1� direction.

The SDW transition is well described as a mean-field
transition, as seen in experiments. For simplicity we will
consider mean-field model in two dimensions �2D� even
though the transition in realistic materials is three-
dimensional �3D�. The effect of magnetic and CDW fluctua-
tions for 3D order and mean-field solutions, we find in 2D
are very similar as in both cases we ignore the strong phase
fluctuations inherent to two-dimensional models.

To be specific on how the CDW emerge, we use two
approaches: Ginzburg-Landau �GL� approach and mean-field
model analysis of a microscopic model with the magnetic
coupling that mimics spin ordering in ferrous materials. The
onset of SDW order leads to nonzero expectation value for
the SDW order parameter and is described by GL free en-
ergy,

FSDW = C���r − iq1�Sq1

i 	2 + �1 → 2�� +
1

2
�s�T − Ts��	Sq1

i 	2

+ 	Sq2

i 	2� +
1

4
�1�	Sq1

i 	4 + 	Sq1

i 	4� +
1

4
�2	Sq1

i 	2	Sq2

i 	2.

�9�

Here we assume explicitly that there are two allowed orien-
tations of the SDW domains due to square lattice symmetry
with in plane momenta q1 ,q2 that are along x ,y axis.
Minima for the SDW free energy depend on the ratio of
�1 /�2. For �1
2�2 optimal domain orientation is along
q1	q2. For the opposite case that we focus on, �1�2�2 we
have the lowest-energy configurations along either q1 or q2.
Domains are assumed to be large and to extend far beyond
the range of defects and imperfections, nucleating them.
Hence we will ignore the gradient terms in CDW and SDW
free energy. Lorenzana et al.18 have given a detailed analysis
of the spin textures and possible charge order within similar

Domain q1 Domain q2 Domain q1+q2

CDW modulation

SDW modulation

FIG. 1. �Color online� Two domains of SDW that are generated
by some defects �black dots� are shown. Periods of SDW are given
by reciprocals 2� /q1 and 2� /q2. In case when the nucleation cen-
ters are far there is no overlap and monodomain SDW pattern per-
sists for a long distance. When defects are close by the overlap of
the two monodomain SDWs leads to new modulation in spin and as
a result in charge density, allowing formation of a new CDW with
periods at P	=2� /q1	2� /q2. Fourier-transform image of the
multidomain CDW would have new peaks at Q=4� /P	

= �q1	q2�. Period doubling of CDW with respect to SDW period is
illustrated at the bottom.
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GL approach although they considered only a single-domain
textures.

Total free energy is a sum of FSDW+FCDW+Fint. After
minimization of the free energy with respect to �q ,Sq

z , the
equations for SDW and CDW order are

0 = �s�T − Ts�Sq1

z + �1	Sq1

z 	3 +
1

2
�2	Sq1

z 		Sq2

z 	2 + �S−q−q1

z �q,

�10a�

0 = �c�q + � Re�Sq1

z S−q−q1

z � . �10b�

Solution to Eq. �10b� can be simplifies if one notice that Sz

field is the robust dominating order. Hence to first approxi-
mation, the first equation can be taken with � term dropped.
This is sufficient for the purpose of proving emergence of
distinct CDW. Then in the second equation we will use the
unperturbed solution for SDW texture and obtain Eq. �6�
with SDW fields having momenta q1 ,q2. CDW component
will have the form given by Eq. �6� with

qCDW = q1 	 q2 �11�

in addition to doubled momenta 2q1 ,2q2.

III. MICROSCOPIC MODEL CALCULATIONS FOR THE
CDW EMERGING OUT OF THE SDW

To support the analysis of GL approach, we now turn to
the microscopic model analysis. We start with a two-band
model to include the magnetic interactions for the SDW or-
dering and its direct coupling to the charge sector,

H = HK + HM + Hint. �12�

Here the kinetic part is described by

HK = − �
ij,��,�

�tij,�� + �ij���ci��
† cj��, �13�

where the operators ci�� �ci��
† � annihilate �create� an electron

at the ith site in the orbital � and of the spin projection �. In
the numerical calculations, we take the following tight-
binding hopping integral parameter values, t1=−1.0, t2=1.3,
t3= t4=−0.85, and �=1.54, which appear in the normal-state
dispersion in the unfolded Brillouin zone.19 The part for the
SDW ordering is modeled by a spin-exchange interaction
term

HM =
1

2�
ij,�

JijSi,�
z Sj,�

z , �14�

where Jij is the magnetic interaction strength. The last term
of the total Hamiltonian, Hint, describes the interaction be-
tween the spin and charge sectors. The form of Hint as well
as the structure of spin-exchange coupling will be specified
below.

We treat the above model Hamiltonian in a mean-field
approximation and perform the numerical simulation at zero
temperature. Specifically, in the mean-field approximation
we start with an initial random distributed spin-polarized
electron density that leads to spin configuration �Si

z= �ni,↑
−ni,↓ as an input. After solving mean-field Hamiltonian, we
recalculate electron-spin configuration �Si

z. The iterative
process continues until we reach convergence. At all steps
we keep average electron density to be half-filled
1 /N�i�ni=2 by adjusting chemical potential �. The results
for respective charge and spin distribution are shown below.
We consider in our analysis typical systems of 40�40 size.

We consider the case of commensurate magnetic structure
as seen in Fe-11 compounds4 and the case of domain wall
between two commensurate configurations. The correspond-
ing magnetic structure for these two cases is shown sche-
matically in Fig. 2.

A. Case of ( �
2 , �

2 ) SDW

Although the recently discovered Fe�Te,Se� superconduct-
ors share the common iron building block and fermiology

(b)(a)

FIG. 2. Schematic in-plane spin structure of �a� Fe-11 and �b�
Fe-1111 �or Fe-122� compounds. For Fe-11 systems, the spins are
aligned in the form of �↑↑ ↓↓� along the �1,−1� direction in a
two-dimensional plane. For Fe-1111 or Fe-122 systems, the spins
are aligned in the form of �↑↓� along the �10� directions. Perpen-
dicular these specified directions, the spins are aligned ferromag-
netically. In each case, two sublattices can be identified.
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with LaFeAsO and BaFe2As2 families of superconductors,
the magnetic order is very different from the predicted nest-
ing wave vector �� ,0� and has the ordering wave vector
�� /2,� /2� �see Fig. 2�a��.4,20 In these materials, the CDW
would be induced even in a single domain of SDW by the
same mechanism.

Theoretically, this spin structure can be obtained
by choosing the spin-exchange interaction: Ji,i	x̂=
�Jnn�−1�ix+iy, Ji,i	ŷ = 	Jnn�−1�ix+iy, Ji,i	x̂	ŷ =−Jnnn�p�, and
Ji,i�x̂	ŷ =Jnnn�p�, where Jnnn�p�=Jnnn�1+ �1− p� /2� with p
=1 for the A sublattice and p=−1 for the B sublattice. Here
Jnn and Jnnn represent the nearest-neighbor and next-nearest-
neighbor coupling strength. In this case, the coupling be-
tween the SDW and CDW orderings can be completely local
and modeled as

Hint = g�
i,�

ni�Si�
z2

, �15�

where g is the coupling strength. In the numerical calcula-
tion, we consider a system size of Nx�Ny =32�32.

The results of the solutions for the spin and charge density
are shown in Figs. 3–5 for various spin-exchange parameter
values and the spin-coupling strength. In the absence of the
next-nearest-neighbor exchange interaction �Jnnn=0� �see
Fig. 4�, the SDW has the �� /2,� /2� pattern. In this case, the
magnitudes of the spin-up �or spin-down� magnetic moments
on two nearest-neighboring sites are identical while the mag-
nitudes of the spin-up and spin-down magnetic moments are
also identical. As such, the CDW is uniform and does not
break the translational invariance of an effective two-
dimensional Fe square lattice. This is a special case. More
generally, the magnitudes of the two spin-up moments can be
different. A nonzero Jnnn breaks the degeneracy of SDW
magnitudes on two nearest-neighboring sites with the same

spin orientation. Consequently, the charge density on these
sites is no longer equal, resulting in a �� ,�� CDW pattern.
The coupling of SDW and CDW ordering can enhance the
�� ,�� CDW pattern �see Fig. 5�.

B. Case for the (� ,0) SDW

One way to generate collinear magnetic structure, as
shown in Fig. 2�b�, is to have opposite signs between the
exchange coupling strengths along the x direction, Ji,i+x̂, and
y direction, Ji,i+ŷ, in the homogeneous case. To model multi-
domain configuration, we use the ansatz that describes two
vertical domains such that for �1� ix� ix1 and ix� ix2 or �2�
ix� ix1 and ix� ix2, Ji,i+x̂ is positive while Ji,i+ŷ is negative,
while for �3� ix1� ix� ix2, Ji,i+x̂ is negative while Ji,i+ŷ is posi-
tive. This choice of the spin-exchange coupling guarantees
that in the absence of domains, we get the SDW order with
wave vector �� ,0� or �0,��. The above ansatz can be repre-
sented by the following formula for the spin-exchange inter-
action:

Ji,i+x̂�ŷ� = 	 Jnn tanh��ix − ix1��ix − ix2�/�2� . �16�

For the considered system size Nx�Ny =48�24, the posi-
tions of domain walls are at ix1=12 and ix2=36. In this case,
we consider the spin-charge coupling term as written by

Hint =
g

2�
ij,�

�ni� + nj��Si�
z Sj�

z �17�

with the summation over the spatial sites limited to nearest-
neighbor pairs. In the numerical calculations, we take Jnn
=3, �=2, and g=0.2.

The results of the mean-field solution for the staggered
magnetization and electron-density variation are shown in
Fig. 6 with surface �panels �a� and �b�� and image �panels �c�
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and �d�� plots. The �� ,0� and �0,�� SDW order is seen
clearly. The zoom-in display of the charge density near the
overlap region at the domain wall is presented in Fig. 7 while
the charge density along the line cut on the domain wall is
shown in Fig. 8. The �� ,�� charge density modulation is
observed near the domain wall.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In conclusion, we propose a mechanism for commensu-
rate and incommensurate CDW induction due to nonlinear

charge coupling to SDW. For the monodomain SDW state,
the momenta of the CDW modulation are trivial and indis-
tinguishable from the main lattice periods. We argue that the
multidomain commensurate SDW �Ref. 1� can produce ob-
servable CDW signatures, such as new peaks in FT STM
images and particle-hole asymmetry in local density of
states. Recent STM experiments by Niestemski et al.21 have
revealed an unusual topographic and spectroscopic signa-
tures for the parent FeAs-122 compound. The required muti-
domain situation could occur in the presence of strain and
defects. Moreover, this situation can be realized in a single-
domain FeTe parent compounds where commensurate SDW
has been observed. In the case of incommensurate SDW, the
induced CDW is incommensurate and hence could be di-
rectly seen in scattering experiments, such as neutron and
x-ray scattering.

The CDW formation will have experimentally observable
consequences: �i� the onset of CDW will occur at the same
temperature as SDW state. For specific case of commensu-
rate modulation, CDW modulation will be at the period of
�2�a�7.8 Å , where a is the nearest neighbors Fe-Fe dis-
tance. �ii� As a result of induced CDW, the new phonon
modes will appear as phonon branches would develop new
gaps in the folded BZ. The new crossing points of branches
then will develop hybridization gaps and the phonon contri-
bution to optical conductivity will reflect these gap openings
below SDW transition. These modes also can be seen in
low-energy spectroscopy and will have an effect on x-ray
and electronic spectra. CDW will also lead to additional par-
tial gaping of electronic spectrum. More detailed analysis
that depends on specific material would be required to inves-
tigate these effects in details. �iii� CDW amplitude will be
proportional to the square of the SDW amplitude. The am-
plitude of CDW modulation will set scale as

	�q	 
 	Sq1

x 	2 
 	T − Ts	 . �18�

SDW induced CDW modulation can be observed in spin-
unpolarized probes, such as scanning tunneling microscopy
�STM� and other probes that couple to charge density. STM
would reveal the modulation of particle vs hole states, seen
as a particle-hole asymmetry in local density of states with
the periodicity set by qCDW. STM spectroscopy using
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Fourier-transform �FT� STM by Hoffman et al.14 and by
Howald et al.15 has been used to observe CDW modulation
in cuprates. Similarly, FT STM would be a powerful tool to
reveal formation of the new CDW peaks in quasiparticle in-
terference and in topographic images. �iv� We expect that
strain in the crystal will play a major role in generating CDW
since microscopically the coupling between SDW and CDW,
Eq. �1�, will occur due to local magnetoelectric coupling.
Evidence for strong lattice-magnon coupling in pnictides has
been seen in recent Fe isotope experiments.22 The CDW will
be formed in the crystals with the defects and twin or grain
boundaries. We note that recent scanning superconducting
quantum interference device magnetometry on the twin

boundaries indicate that superfluid density is enhanced near
the areas of local strain and frustrated magnetism.23
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